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The great experience achieved throughout the years, transferred in manufacturing 
using the competence and the professionalism of the high skilled technical personnel 
allows our company to propose a product and service range of high quality, great re-
liability and long lasting.    

 

Through the availability of a wide equipment range, Agustoni is able to meet every re-
quirement of the professional user in the kitchen environment, also when the same 
one goes out from the field of the standard process, asking for innovative and custo-
mized solutions, and therefore able to satisfy the most demanding customers as well. 

 

Even operating in a very competitive context, the company has never ended to manu-
facture quality equipments that gave an added value to whom that use them daily, by 
taking care of the best solution to the various issues in terms of hygiene in the food 
processing, user's safety in the working enviroment and ergonomics. 

 

The respect of ethical values that since the establishment, year 1916, have always 
characterised the activities of our company and the ambition to be able to maintain 
our own position, from one side as a "forerunner" and from the other one as a 
"reference point"  among manufacturers of equipments for the dynamic preparation of 
food, dedicated both to the professional kitchens and to the production and processing 
plants of the same one, ensure that the company is always engaged in reaching new 
targets and ready to respond to the requirements of a market that changes rapidily, 
having the total customer's satisfaction as a sole reference. 

  

Recently, the company changed ownership, this new event has pushed the study and 
development of modern and innovative products. Having high skilled workers the com-
pany will be able for sure to better manage this new trend. 

THE COMPANY 
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This new range of products is suitable for professional kitchens and catering facilities up to 300 
meals as well as large size pizzerias. The various hoppers are easily interchangeable to facilitate 
the wide range of tasks. All models are completely made of stainless steel. CE Approved.

Totally made of stainless steel. Particularly recommended for cutting all types of vegetables 
and fruit, it stands out for its exceptional cutting qualities. Hourly output between 150 and 250 
kg. Stainless steel body and hoppers. The removable cutting bowl, made of ABS food grade 
plastic, is a guarantee of hygiene and last but not least it’s dishwasher-proof. 

Totally made of stainless steel. The generous size of the hopper allows whole blocks of moz-

zarella cheese to be cut, by saving a lot of time. Other products such as fruit and vegetables 

can be cut by simply changing the hopper. Stainless steel body and hoppers. The removable 

cutting bowl, made of ABS food grade plastic, is a guarantee of hygiene and last but not least 

it’s dishwasher-proof. 

Model Voltage. W Weight Kg. Sizes WxDxH mm. Code 

TVA 050 230-400/50-60/3 370 23 265x635x435 66001040 

TVA 051 230/50/1 370 23 265x635x435 66001050 

Model Voltage. W Weight Kg. Sizes WxDxH mm. Code 

TVM 050 230-400/50-60/3 370 23 265x555x510 66001060 

TVM 051 230/50/1 370 23 265x555x510 66001070 

S/S TABLE TOP VEGETABLE SLICER TVA 

S/S TABLE TOP MOZZARELLA CHEESE SLICER TVM 

VEGETABLE - MOZZARELLA SLICER 
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The possibility of changing working hoppers makes the vegetable and mozzarella cheese Slicers, belonings of the TVA 
and TVM range, highly flexible and performing able to satisfy even the most demanding professional chefs. 

ADDITIONAL UNIVERSAL FEEDING HOPPER 

ADDITIONAL MOZZARELLA CHEESE FEEDING HOPPER 

TVT 052 additional universal feeding hopper equipped with double feeding tube for long vegeta-
bles and double pestle made of ABS food grade plastic. The largest cutting surface available in 
the market. Entirely manufactured in stainless steel. 

TVT 053 additional special feeding hopper for mozzarella cheese loafs. It allows to cut whole 1 
Kg. mozzarella cheese loaf. Entirely manufactured in stainless steel. 

Model Weight Kg. Sizes WxDxH mm. Code 

TVT 053 7  273x412x399  66001090 

Model Weight Kg. Sizes WxDxH mm. Code 

TVT 052  10 273x412x288  66001080 

SPECIAL DISKS FOR MOZZARELLA CHEESE 

Julienne cutting for mozzarella cheese disk with external Ø 205 mm. Processing area in stainless 
steel to be more resistant and to be washed in the dishwashing machine. 

Model Weight Kg. Cut mm. Code 

Z9 1 9 66001480 

Julienne cutting for mozzarella cheese disks PZ and cutting cylinder shaped disks 4PZ with ex-
ternal Ø 205 mm. Processing area in stainless steel to be more resistant and to be washed in 
the dishwashing machine. 

Model Weight Kg. Cut mm. Code 

PZ4 AK 1 4 66001490 

PZ7 AK 1  7 66001500 

4PZ5 AK 1  5 66001510 

4PZ8 AK 1  8 66001520 

ADDITIONAL FEEDING HOPPERS  
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Slicing disks with external Ø 205 mm. equipped with three straight blades manufactured in AK 
food grade plastic material to be more resistant and to be washed in the dishwashing machine.  

Model Weight Kg. Cut mm. Code 

E1 AK 1   1 66001100 

E2 AK 1 2 66001110 

This complete range of accessories for the vegetable and mozzarella cheese Slicers, belonings of the TVA and TVM ran-
ge, is designed to satisfy many requirements. The quality of the blades and the particular shape of the accessories are 
made for a perfect processing. The cutting disks and grids are made in dishwasher-proof material. 

DISKS  & GRIDS 

Slicing disks with external Ø 205 mm. equipped with two straight blades manufactured in AK 
food grade plastic material to be more resistant and to be washed in the dishwashing machine.  

Model Weight Kg. Cut mm. Code 

E3 AK 1  3 66001120 

E4 AK 1 4 66001130 

E6 AK 1 6 66001140 

Slicing disks with external Ø 205 mm. equipped with one straight blade manufactured in alumi-
nium to be more resistant. They can’t be washed in the dishwashing machine.  

Model Weight Kg. Cut mm. Code 

E8 AL 1  8 66001150 

E10 AL 1 10 66001160 

E14 AL 1 14 66001170 

Slicing disks with external Ø 205 mm. equipped with one curved blade manufactured in AK 
food grade plastic material to be more resistant and to be washed in the dishwashing machine.  

Model Weight Kg. Cut mm. Code 

E1S AK 1  1 66001590 

E2S AK 1 2 66001600 

E5S AK 1 5 66001610 

Slicing disks with external Ø 205 mm. equipped with two corrugated blades manufactured in 
AK food grade plastic material to be more resistant and to be washed in the dishwashing ma-
chine.  

Model Weight Kg. Cut mm. Code 

E3o AK 1  3 66001180 

E4o AK 1 4 66001190 

E6o AK 1 6 66001200 

Slicing disks with external Ø 205 mm. equipped with two corrugated blades manufactured in    
aluminium to be more resistant. They can’t be washed in the dishwashing machine.  

Model Weight Kg. Cut mm. Code 

E8o AL 1  8 66001240 

E10o AL 1 10 66001250 

E14o AL 1 14 66001260 

DISKS  & GRIDS 
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This complete range of accessories for the vegetable and mozzarella cheese Slicers, belonings of the TVA and TVM ran-
ge, is designed to satisfy many requirements. The quality of the blades and the particular shape of the accessories are 
made for a perfect processing. The cutting disks and grids are made in dishwasher-proof material. 

Match stick shaped disks with external Ø 205 mm. equipped with two straight blades made of 
AK food grade plastic material to be more resistant and to be washed in the dishwashing ma-
chine.  

Model Weight Kg. Cut mm. Code 

H2,5 AK 1  2,5 x 2,5 66001320 

H4 AK 1 4 x 4 66001330 

H6 AK 1 6 x 6 66001340 

H8 AK 1 8 x 8 66001350 

H10 AK 1 10 x 10 66001360 

Julienne cutting and cheese grating disks with external Ø 205 mm. Processing area in stainless 
steel to be more resistant and to be washed in the dishwashing machine. 

Model Weight Kg. Cut mm. Code 

Z2 1 2 66001270 

Z3 1  3 66001280 

Z4 1 4 66001290 

Z7 1 6 66001300 

V 1 Grating 66001310 

Lath shaped grids with external Ø 205 mm. Made of aluminium to be more resistant. They can-
not be washed in the dishwashing machine. To match with disk for slices of proper thickness. 

Model Weight Kg. Cut mm. Code 

B6 A 1 6x6 66001370 

B8 A 1  8x8 66001380 

B10 A 1 10x10 66001390 

Suggested selection of disks and grids for model DSR 070 for small and medium size kitchens 
and model DSR 100 for commercial kitchens 

Cube shaped grids with external Ø 205 mm. Made of aluminium to be more resistant. They 
can’t be washed in the dishwashing machine. To match with disk for slices of proper thickness. 

 
Model Weight Kg. Cut mm. Code 

D8 A 1  8x8 66001400 

D10 A 1 10x10 66001410 

D12 A 1 12x12 66001420 

D16 A 1 16x16 66001430 

D20 A 1 20x20 66001440 

Model Weight Kg. List of items Code 

DSR 070 7 E2 AK, E3 AK, ES5 AK, E8 A, Z3, B8 AK, D8 A 66001450 

DSC 100 10  E2 AK, E3 AK, ES5 AK, E10 A, E14 A, Z3, Z4, H4 AK, B10 AK, D20 A 66001460 

DSR 080 1 Container / Table top rack for N° 8 disks and grids 66001470 

DISKS  & GRIDS 

DISKS  & GRIDS 
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ONION - GARLIC PEELER PLC 

Manufactured in stainless steel - Removable rotating plate - Motor with standard voltage 230-400 
V/three-phase switchable  "Energy-Saving System" version - 24 Volts controls - Long lasting 
abrasive material fixed on the cylinder surface and on the rotating plate - The standard plate 
allows the peeling of onions, garlic, tubers and carrots - Transparent lid - Micro switch cir-
cuit breaker - Protection on the discharge door. CE approved. 

Supplied with control box to be fixed on the wall and adjustable mechanical timer - Casing in stain-
less steel and waste collection ring in INOXAL® casting - Base with feet prepared for fixing on the 
floor in INOXAL® casting - Thermal sensors on the motor - Solenoid valve which controls water 
inlet - Available with motor in single-phase version on demand.  

Long lasting abrasive material fixed on the cylinder surface and on the rotating plate - Removable 
rotating plate - Micro switch circuit breaker on the transparent lid - Gear transmission - High pro-
ductivity and efficiency in the process.  

Model Voltage. W Cap. Kg. Prod./h 
Weight 

Kg. 
Sizes WxDxH 

mm. 
Code 

PLC 203                     230-400/50-60/3 750 15/20 300 99 770x630x1100 A3120030 

Model Voltage. W 
Cap. 
Kg. 

Prod./h Weight Kg. Sizes WxDxH mm. Code 

EXPORT 4C3 230-400/50-60/3 370 3 60 39 350x550x700 A2110020 

EXPORT 8C3 230-400/50-60/3 500 6 120 53 380x630x910 A2112020 

EXPORT 15C3 230-400/50-60/3 500 10 200 65 410x670x950 A2113020 

Manufactured in stainless steel - Removable rotating plate - Standard voltage 400 V swit-
chable - 24 Volts controls- Long lasting abrasive material fixed on the cylinder surface and 
on the rotating plate - The standard plate allows cleaning of mussels - Transparent lid 
- Micro switch circuit breaker - Protection on the discharge door. CE approved.

Standard voltage 230-400 V switchable - 24 Volts controls - Long lasting abrasive material 
fixed on the cylinder surface and on the rotating plate - The standard plate allows the clea-
ning of mussels - Transparent lid - Micro switch circuit breaker - Protection on the discharge 
door - Discharge door in INOXAL ® casting for models Export 4C and 8C - Discharge door 
in plastic with protection in stainless steel for the model Export 15C - Removable rotating 
plate - Proper speed anti-breakage of shells.    

Tubular stand equipped with basin and filter for the model Export 4C on demand - Stand in 
iron sheet equipped with basin and filter for models Export 8C and 15C on demand - Perfect 
cleaning of the processed product  - Special voltages and single-phase version on all 
models on demand.

MUSSEL CLEANING MACHINES EXPORT C SERIES 

VEGETABLE PEELERS   
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ACCESSORIES FOR POTATO PEELERS EXPORT & MUSSEL CLEANING MACHINES EXPORT 

 Model Description Sizes WxDxH mm. Code 

EXB 
Tubular stand without basin and filter in 

stainless steel for models Export 4-4C 
420x550x420 2014220 

EXC 
Tubular stand with basin and filter in 
stainless steel for models Export 4-4C 

420x550x420 2014230 

EXD 
Stand in iron sheet with basin and filter 
in stainless steel for models Export 6-8-

420x540x330 2014235 

EXA 
Tubular stand with basin and filter in 
stainless steel for the model Export 15 

480x700x600 2014245 

EXE 
Tubular stand without basin and filter in 

stainless steel for the model Export 20 
480x700x350 2014225 

EXF 
Tubular stand with basin and filter in 
stainless steel for the model Export 20 

480x700x350 2014234 

EXG 
Waste collector filter with hand crank in 
stainless steel for models Export 6-8-8C-

15-15C 
300x330x330  3516820 

EXH 
Waste collector filter with hand crank in 
stainless steel for models Export 20-25 

300x330x330  3516821 

EXI Spin dryer basket in stainless steel for the  2115020 

EXL Spin dryer basket in stainless steel for the  2115022 

EXM Spin dryer basket in stainless steel for the  2115024 

EXA 

EXC 

EXG - EXH 

EXD 

EXI - EXL 

EXB 

EXM EXF 
EXE 

VEGETABLE PEELERS 
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Manufactured in stainless steel - Removable rotating plate - Standard voltage 230-400 V switchable - 24 Volts controls- 
Long lasting abrasive material fixed on the cylinder surface and on the rotating plate - The standard plate allows the 
peeling of tubers and carrots - Transparent lid - Micro switch circuit breaker - Protection on the discharge door. CE 
approved. 

POTATO PEELERS EXPORT SERIES 

Control box to be fixed on the wall - Adjustable mechanical timer - Gear transmission - Solenoid 
valve which controls water inlet - Feet suitable for fixing on the floor (except for Export 4) - 
Thermal sensors on the models Export 20 and 25 - Special voltages and single-phase ver-
sion on all models on demand. The models Export 20 and 25 are equipped with mo-
tors in the "Energy-Saving System" version which allow a reduction of consumption 
of 20% approximately.  

Model Voltage. W Cap. Kg. Prod./h Weight Sizes WxDxH Code 

EXPORT 403 230-400/50-60/3 370 5 200 39 350x555x700 A1100020 

EXPORT 603 230-400/50-60/3 370 8 280 50 380x600x890 A1101020 

EXPORT 803 230-400/50-60/3 500 10 360 53 380x630x910 A1102020 

EXPORT 153 230-400/50-60/3 500 15 550 65 410x670x950 A1104020 

EXPORT 203 230-400/50-60/3 700 20 800 81 470x740x1000 A1103030 

EXPORT 253 230-400/50-60/3 1100 25 1000 81 470x740x1150 A1105031 

OCEA 3 Control box on the machine  - Adjustable mechanical timer - Toothed belt transmission - 
Model available also with motor in single-phase version. 

OCEA 5E - 10E - 15E Control box on the machine  - Adjustable mechanical timer - Toothed belt 
transmission - Solenoid valve which controls water inlet -  

Non-available with motor in single-phase version. 

POTATO PEELERS OCEA E SERIES 

Model Voltage. W Cap. Kg. Prod./h Weight Sizes WxDxH mm. Code 

OCEA 303 230-400/50-60/3 90 4 120 25 310x530x530 A4136020 

OCEA 301 230/50/1 90 3 120 25 310x530x530 A4136120 

OCEA 5E3 230-400/50-60/3 250 6 280 33 360x570x630 A41370 

OCEA 10E3 230-400/50-60/3 370 10 400 39 380x590x660 A41380 

OCEA 15E3 230-400/50-60/3 500 15 600 45 410x620x710 A41390 

VEGETABLE PEELERS   
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  Manufactured in stainless steel - Removable rotating plate - Standard voltage 400 V non-switchable - 24 Volts controls- 
Long lasting abrasive material fixed on the cylinder surface and on the rotating plate - The standard plate allows the 
peeling of tubers and carrots - Transparent lid - Micro switch circuit breaker - Protection on the discharge door. CE 
approved.

MULTI PURPOSE PEELEES OCEA P SERIES 

Model Voltage. W Cap. Kg. Prod./h Weight Kg. Sizes WxDxH mm. Code 

OCEA 5P3 400/50-60/3 250 6 280 53 360x570x1040 A4132020 

OCEA 10P3 400/50-60/3 370 10 400 63 380x590x1060 A4133020 

OCEA 15P3 400/50-60/3 500 15 600 69 410x620x1110 A4135020 

Control box on the machine  - Toothed belt transmission - The models of the "P" Series are sup-
plied with standard stand equipped with basin and filter and motor in double speed - Special 
voltage 230 V/three-phase non-switchable on demand. Non-available with motor in single-
phase version - Solenoid valve which controls water inlet - Adjustable electronic timer. 

VEGETABLE PEELERS  
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ADDITIONAL ACCESSORIES FOR MULTIPURPOSE PEELERS OCEA E - P 

 

Model Description Sizes WxDxH mm Code 

EXB  
Tubular stand without basin and filter in 
stainless steel for models Ocea 3 - Ocea 5E - 
Ocea 10E - Ocea 15E 

420x550x420 2014220 

OCS 
Tubular stand with basin and filter in stainless 
steel for models Ocea 3 - Ocea 5E - Ocea 10E 
- Ocea 15E 

420x550x420 2014233 

OCA Spin dryer basket in stainless steel for the mo-  2115025 

OCB Spin dryer basket in stainless steel for the mo-   2115026 

OCC Spin dryer basket in stainless steel for the mo-   2115023 

OCD Cylinder for covering the abrasive material for   2115027 

OCE Cylinder for covering the abrasive material for  2115028 

OCF Cylinder for covering the abrasive material for  2115029 

OCG 
Rotating plate with fine abrasive material for 
peeling of carrots, garlic and mussels for the 
model Ocea 5P 

 2815921 

OCH 
Rotating plate with fine abrasive material for 
peeling of carrots, garlic and mussels for the 
model Ocea 10P 

 2815923 

OCL 
Rotating plate with fine abrasive material for 
peeling of carrots, garlic and mussels for the 
model Ocea 15P 

 2815928 

OCM 
Rotating plate with tufts for brushing and clea-
ning vegetables for the model Ocea 5P 

 2815902 

OCN 
Rotating plate with tufts for brushing and clea-
ning vegetables for the model Ocea 10P 

 2815901 

OCO 
Rotating plate with tufts for brushing and clea-
ning vegetables for the model Ocea 15P 

 2815929 

OCP Rotating plate with blades for peeling tubers  2815922 

OCQ Rotating plate with blades for peeling tubers  2815924 

OCR Rotating plate with blades for peeling tubers  2815930 

EXB 

OCA - OCB - OCC 

OCD -  OCE -  OCF OCG - OCH - OCL 

OCM - OCN - OCO 
OCP - OCQ - OCR  

OCS 

VEGETABLE PEELERS  
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POWER DRIVE UNITS VEL -  MS - DMR SERIES 

VEL Series - manufactured in stainless steel and mounted on fixed base with rotating head up to 180°. They are 
equipped with motors in double speed both in the three-phase switchable versions and in the single-phase versions. 
The model VEL 32 is not available in the single-phase version. 

MS Series - manufactured in stainless steel and mounted on fixed base. They are equipped with motors in the three-
phase non-switchable versions. The model MS 32 is not available in the single-phase version. 

DMR Series - manufactured in stainless steel and mounted on fixed base. They are equipped with motors in the 
three-phase non-switchable versions. It is mandatory to use only attachments model 22. The DMR Series is not 
available in the single-phase version. 

This complete range of power drive units with interchangeable and fixed attachments is powerful and reliable. The robu-
stness and the ergonomics in the process surely represent their main features. They are equipped with a micro switch 
circuit breaker on the hub for the connection of the attachments. They are equipped with 24 Volts controls, thermal sen-
sors on the motor, speed and reverse switch. It is absolutely mandatory to mount the attachments of the same type, in 
order to ensure user's safety completely. On the power drive units model 10 can be mounted only attachments of the 
model 10. On the power drive units model 22 can be mounted only attachments of the model 22. On the power drive 
units model 32 can be mounted both attachments of the model 32 and 22. CE approved. 

Model Voltage W Speed  Weight 
Kg 

Sizes WxDxH 
mm. 

Code 

VEL 103 230-400/50-60/3 750 2 26 370x260x400 B1150530 

VEL 101 230/50/1 900 2 26 370x260x400 B1150830 

VEL 223 230-400/50-60/3 1100 2 29 370x260x400 B1151530 

VEL 221 230/50/1 900 2 29 370x260x400 B1151830 

VEL 323 230-400/50-60/3 2200 2 32 370x260x400 B1152530 

Model Voltage W Speed  Weight 
Kg 

Sizes WxDxH 
mm. 

Code 

MS 103 400/50-60/3 750 2 24 360x260x420 B2160110 

MS 101 230/50/1 900 2 24 360x260x420 B2160210 

MS 223 400/50-60/3 1100 2 27 370x260x400 B2161110 

MS 221 230/50/1 900 2 27 370x260x400 B2161210 

MS 323 400/50-60/3 2200 2 30 370x260x400 B2162110 

Model Voltage W Speed  Weight 
Kg 

Sizes WxDxH 
mm. 

Code 

DMR 223 400/50-60/3 1100 2 27 360x260x420 B2179010 

VEL 

MS 

DMR 

POWER DRIVE UNITS VEL - MS -DMR  
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POWER DRIVE UNITS WITH BUILT-IN CHEESE GRATER MGVEL - MGF SERIES 

MGVEL Series - manufactured in stainless steel, mounted on fixed base with rotating head up to 180° and equipped with 
built-in cheese grater in INOXAL® casting, self-braking motor, micro switch circuit breaker on the grater lever and on 
the hub for the connection of the attachments on the opposite side. They are switchable in the three-phase versions. 

MGF Series - manufactured in stainless steel, mounted on built-in base and equipped with built-in grater in INOXAL® 
casting, self-braking motor, micro switch circuit breaker on the grater lever and on the hub for the connection of the 
attachments on the opposite side. They are switchable in the three-phase versions. 

Models 32 for both Series are not available in single-phase version. 

This complete range of power drive units with interchangeable and fixed attachments is powerful and reliable. The robu-
stness and the ergonomics in the process surely represent their main features. They are equipped with a micro switch 
circuit breaker on the hub for the connection of the attachments. They are equipped with 24 Volts controls, thermal sen-
sors on the motor, speed and reverse switch. It is absolutely mandatory to mount the attachments of the same type, in 
order to ensure user's safety completely. On the power drive units model 10 can be mounted only attachments of the 
model 10. On the power drive units model 22 can be mounted only attachments of the model 22. On the power drive 
units model 32 can be mounted both attachments of the model 32 and 22. CE approved. 

Model Voltage W Speed Weight Sizes WxDxH Code 

MGVEL 103 230-400/50-60/3 750 1+1 33 580x260x420 B8198510  

MGVEL 101 230/50/1 750 1+1 33 580x260x420 B8198710                                                                 

MGVEL 223 230-400/50-60/3 1100 1+1 40 590x260x420 B8199030  

MGVEL 221 230/50/1 1100 1+1 40 590x260x420 B8199230 

MGVEL 323 230-400/50-60/3 2200 1+1 43 590x260x420 B8199530 

Model Voltage W Speed Weight Sizes WxDxH Code 

MGF 103 230-400/50-60/3 750 1+1 30 580x260x420 B3180010 

MGF 101 230/50/1 750 1+1 30 580x260x420 B3180110 

MGF 223 230-400/50-60/3 1100 1+1 37 590x260x460 B3181030 

MGF 221 230/50/1 1100 1+1 37 590x260x460 B3181130 

MGF 323 230-400/50-60/3 2200 1+1 39 590x260x460 B3182030 

MG VEL 

MGF 

POWER DRIVE UNITS MGVEL -MGF  
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POWER DRIVE UNITS WITH BUILT-IN CHEESE GRATER DTG 

Power drive unit single hub with rapid and fast connection of all interchangeable attachments model 10 and built-in 
cheese grater. Power 1.100 W - Motor in single and double speed version - The additional "rotating base" AMB 001 al-
lows the machine working in the most comfortable position. 24 Volts controls  

The power drive units DT 22 and BT 22 are manufactured in stainless steel satin finish with lateral sides in polished alu-
minium. Thery are powerful and equipped with safety devices on the hubs for the connection of the attachments, venti-
lation fans and double thermal protection on the motor. They are mounted on proper feet, in order to facilitate cleaning 
of the counter. Strength, reliability and ease of use are their main features. CE approved. 

Model Voltage W Speed  Weight Sizes WxDxH Code 

DTG 223 230-400/50-60/3 1100 1+1 35 610x260x375 66003100 

DTG 221 230/50/1 1100 1+1 35 610x260x375 66003110 

DTG 222 400/50-60/3 1100 2+2 35 610x260x375 66003120 

POWER DRIVE UNITS SINGLE HUB DT 

Power drive unit single hub for the rapid connection of all interchangeable attachments model 10. Power 1.100 W - 
Motor in double speed version - The Additional "rotating base" AMB 001 allows the machine working in the most com-
fortable position - 24 Volts controls  

Model Voltage W Speed  Weight Sizes WxDxH Code 

DT 223 400/50-60/3 1100 2 32 610x260x375 66003130 

POWER DRIVE UNITS DOUBLE HUBS BT 

Power drive unit double hub for the rapid connection of all interchangeable attachments model 10 while the model 
BT 32 can mount all the other attachments models 22 and 32. Model BT 22 has power 1.100 W and model BT 32 has 
power 2.200 W - Motor in single speed version - The additional "rotating base" AMB 001 allows the machine working in 
the most comfortable position - 24 Volts controls 

Model Voltage W Speed  
Weight 

Kg 
Sizes WxDxH 

mm. 
Code 

BT 224 230-400/50-60/3 1100 1+1 35 670x260x375 66003140 

BT 225 230/50/1 1100 1+1 35 670x260x375 66003150 

BT 324 230-400/50-60/3 2200 1+1 40 670x260x375 66003160 

POWER DRIVE UNITS DTG - DT - BT  
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Model Description Weight Sizes WxDxH Code 

COL 001 

Column stand : in stainless steel 
equipped with 1 tray and 1 basin. 
Rotating table up to 180°. Base 
with proper holes for fixing on 
the floor.  

29 380x500x690  201421001 

CAR 001 

Trolley : in stainless steel equip-
ped with 1 tray and 1 basin both 
removable, large built-in tray on 
the base, 4 wheels 2 of them in 
self-braking version. 

28 390x800x740  201420001 

AMB 001 Rotating base which allows to 
rotate power drive units easily. 

4 400x260x30 66003170 

AMB 002 
Handy stand equipped with tur-
ning and self-braking wheels to 
support power drive units.   

9 660x440x670 66003180 

Trolley 

Column 

STANDS FOR POWER DRIVE UNITS 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Model Description Code 

POR 010 Attachment holder in INOXAL® 2014240 

POR 022 Attachment holder models 22/32 in stainless steel 2014251 

POR 030 Disk holder in stainless steel 5823102 

POR 040 Attachment holder glass-shaped models 22/32  5823104 

POR 050 Attachment holder glass-shaped models 10/12  5823103 

SET 010 Self-braking wheel set 2014290 

COL 002 Column holder for maximum 10 attachments in 
stainless steel 

2014280 
Column holder for 

attachment 

AMB 001 
AMB 002 

COLUMN HOLDER FOR ATTACHMENTS 

ACCESSORIES FOR POWER DRIVE UNITS 
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MEAT MINCER 

CHEESE GRATER 

  

 

 

Model Description Code 

TCA 010 
MEAT MINCER 10. Output 100 kg/h. Feed screw in 
INOXAL®. Standard equipment : two disks and two 
self-sharpening cutting blades. 

G15020 

TCX 010 
MEAT MINCER 10. Output 100 kg/h. Feed screw in 
stainless steel. Standard equipment : two disks and 
two self-sharpening cutting blades. 

G15010 

TCX 012 
MEAT MINCER 12 in stainless steel. Output 120 kg/
h. Hub type 10. Feed screw in stainless steel. Stan-
dard equipment : two disks and two self-sharpening 

G15030 

TCA 022 
MEAT MINCER 22. Output 200 kg/h. Feed screw in 
INOXAL®. Standard equipment : two disks and two 
self-sharpening cutting blades. 

G1507001 

TCX 022 
MEAT MINCER 22. Output 200 kg/h. Feed screw in 
stainless steel. Standard equipment : two disks and 
two self-sharpening cutting blades. 

G1506001 

TXX 022 
MEAT MINCER 22 in stainless steel. Output 200 kg/
h. Feed screw in stainless steel. Standard equipment : 
two disks and two self-sharpening cutting blades. 

G1508001 

TCA 032 
MEAT MINCER 32. Output 400 kg/h. Feed screw in 
INOXAL®. Standard equipment : two disks and two 
self-sharpening cutting blades. 

G1511001 

TCX 032 
MEAT MINCER 32 in stainless steel. Output 400 kg/
h. Feed screw in stainless steel. Standard equipment: 
two disks and two self-sharpening cutting blades. 

G1512001 

Model Description Code 

GRA 010 CHEESE GRATER 10. Output 15 Kg/h. Casing in 
INOXAL® and roller in stainless steel. 

G25200 

GRB 010 
CHEESE GRATER 10. Output 15 Kg/h. Casing in 
INOXAL® and roller in stainless steel, only for 
power drive units models BT 

7000010 

GRA 022 CHEESE GRATER 22. Output 25 Kg/h. Casing in 
INOXAL® and roller in stainless steel. 

G2521001 

GRA 032 CHEESE GRATER 32. Output 50 Kg/h. Casing in 
INOXAL® and roller in stainless steel. 

G25220 

ACCESSORIES FOR POWER DRIVE UNITS 

►►  Standard disks Ø 4,5 mm and 6 mm and two self-sharpening cutting blades ◄◄ 

For Additional disks and cutting blades see "Additional accessories - Spare parts" CATALOGUE 
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COFFEE GRINDER - SPICE GRINDER 

KNEADER 

  

 

 

Model Description Code 

MCC 010 
COFFEE GRINDER 10. Output 5 Kg/h. Hopper and 
casing in INOXAL®. 

G5560001 

MCC 022 
COFFEE GRINDER 22. Output 8 Kg/h. Hopper and 
casing in INOXAL®. 

G5565001 

MCP 010 
SPICE GRINDER 10. Output 5 Kg/h. Hopper and 
casing in INOXAL®. 

G5561001 

MCP 022 SPICE GRINDER 22. Output 8 Kg/h. Hopper and 
casing in INOXAL®. 

G5566001 

Model Description Code 

IMP 022 KNEADER 22. Capacity 3 Kg. Casing in INOXAL®. 
Basin and rolling spatulas in stainless steel. 

H3645001 

For Additional sieves see "Additional accessories - Spare parts" CATALOGUE 

Model Description Code 

PST 010 
TOMATO & VEGETABLE STRAINER 10. Output 200 
Kg/h. Casing in INOXAL®, hopper, feed screw and 
sieve in stainless steel. 

G65700 

PST 022 
TOMATO & VEGETABLE STRAINER 22. Output 200 
Kg/h. Casing in INOXAL®, hopper, feed screw and 
sieve in stainless steel. 

G65750 

TOMATO & VEGETABLE STRAINER 

DOUGH SHEETER  

  

 

 

Model Description Code 

SFP 010 
DOUGH SHEETER 10. Roller length 190 mm. . Ca-
sing in INOXAL®, rollers and feeding hopper in 
stainless steel. Roller opening 0 - 4,5 mm. 

H1620001 

SFP 022 
DOUGH SHEETER 22. Roller length 190 mm. . Ca-
sing in INOXAL®, rollers and feeding hopper in 
stainless steel. Roller opening 0 - 4,5 mm. 

H1625001 

ACCESSORIES FOR POWER DRIVE UNITS 
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DOUGH CUTTER 

  

 

 

Model Description Code 

TGP 010 

DOUGH CUTTER 10. Roller length 190 mm. . Casing 
in INOXAL®, rollers and feeding hopper in stainless 
steel. Cut size 3 mm. Tagliolini - Cut size 6 mm. Ta-
gliatelle. 

H2630001 

TGP 022 

DOUGH CUTTER 22. Roller length 190 mm. . Casing 
in INOXAL®, rollers and feeding hopper in stainless 
steel. Cut size 3 mm. Taglilini - Cut size 6 mm. Taglia-
telle. 

H2635001 

BEATING MIXER 

KNIFE SHARPENER 

  

 

 

Model Description Code 

AFC 010 
KNIFE SHARPENER 10. Casing in INOXAL®. 
Grindstone Ø 175 mm.  

G96100 

AFB 010 
KNIFE SHARPENER 10. Casing in INOXAL®. 
Grindstone Ø 175 mm. -  only for power drive 
units models BT 

7000020 

AFC 022 
KNIFE SHARPENER 22. Casing in INOXAL®. 
Grindstone Ø 175 mm. 

G96150 

Model Description Code 

SBT 010 MIXER 10. Casing in INOXAL®. Bowl 5 litres and 
whip in stainless steel. 

G75800 

SBT 22A MIXER 22A. Casing in INOXAL®. Bowl 5 litres and 
whip in stainless steel. 

G75810 

SBT 22B MIXER 22B. Casing in INOXAL®. Bowl 10 litres 
and whip in stainless steel. 

G75820 

SBT 22C MIXER 22C. Casing in INOXAL®. Bowl 18 litres 
and whip in stainless steel. 

G75830 

MEAT TENDERIZER 

  

 

 

Model Description Code 

INT 010 MEAT TENDERIZER 10. Casing in INOXAL®. Car-
ter and blades in stainless steel. 

G8600001 

INT 022 MEAT TENDERIZER 22. Casing in INOXAL®. Car-
ter and blades in stainless steel. 

G8605001 

ACCESSORIES FOR POWER DRIVE UNITS 
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POTATO MASHER 

  

 

Model Description Code 

PSP 010 
POTATO MASHER 10. Output 200 Kg/h. Casing in 
INOXAL®. Feed screw and sieve 2,5 mm. in stain-
less steel.  

G3530001 

PSP 022 
POTATO MASHER 22. Output 200 Kg/h. Casing in 
INOXAL®. Feed screw and sieve 2,5 mm. in stain-
less steel.  

G3535001 

MULTIPURPOSE CUTTER-SLICER-DICER 

  

 

 

 

 

 

Model Description Code 

DTC 10A A - Disk adjustable straight blade, slice from 1 to 6 mm. 2014000 

DTC 10B B - Disk match stick shaped 5x5 mm. 2014050 

DTC 10C C - Disk lath shaped 10x10 mm. 2014060 

DTC 10D D - Disk cubes with two molds 9x9 mm. - 14x14 mm. as stan- 2014040 

DTC 10E E - Disk julienne cut size Ø 3 mm. 2014010 

DTC 1EA EA - Disk julienne cut size Ø 7 mm. 2014020 

DTC 1EB EB - Disk julienne cut size Ø 9 mm. 2014030 

DTC 1EC EC - Disk julienne cut size Ø 2 mm. 2014080 

DTC 10F F - Disk adjustable elliptical blade, slice from 1 to 6 mm. 2014070 

Model Description Code 

TVAC 010 

MULTIPURPOSE SLICER-SLICER-DICER 10. 
Casing in INOXAL®. Standard equipment : disk 
"A" - adjustable straight blade, slice from 1 to 6 
mm.  

G4540001 

TVAC 022 

MULTIPURPOSE SLICER-SLICER-DICER 22. 
Casing in INOXAL®. Standard equipment : disk 
"A" - adjustable straight blade, slice from 1 to 6 
mm.  

G4545001 

ADDITIONAL ACCESSORIES MULTIPURPOSE CUTTER-SLICER-DICER 

DISK A 

DISK B 

DISK C DISK D DISK E DISK F 

ACCESSORIES FOR POWER DRIVE UNITS 
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MEAT MINCER TX 

MEAT MINCER TX 22 - manufactured in stainless steel. Mincer casing in INOXAL® and 
feed screw in stainless steel. It is equipped with a safety device on the hub for the connec-
tion of the mincer which is completely disassembled for the cleaning. In the three-phase 
version is switchable. 
 
MEAT MINCER TX 32 - manufactured in stainless steel. Mincer casing in INOXAL® and 
feed screw in stainless steel. It is equipped with a safety device on the hub for the connec-
tion of the mincer which is completely disassembled for the cleaning. In the three-phase 
version is switchable. 
 
It is not available in the single-phase version 

This range of stand alone machines has been designed to carry out some of the most common food preparations in 
modern kitchens properly - Robustness and reliability are for sure among their main features - They are equipped with 
24 Volts controls - thermal protection on the motor - Speed and reverse switch. CE approved. 

Model Voltage W Speed  
Weight 

Kg 
Sizes WxDxH 

mm. 
Code 

TX 22 230-400/50-60/3 1100 1 30 500x220x470  B5193002 

TX 32 230-400/50-60/3 2200 1 35  590x260x670 B51950 

CHEESE GRATER MG 22 - manufactured in stainless steel. It is equipped with built-in gra-
ter, grater casing in INOXAL® and grater roller in stainless steel, self-braking motor and 
micro switch circuit breaker on the grater lever. In the three-phase version is swit-
chable.  

CHEESE GRATER 

Model Voltage W Speed  Weight Sizes WxDxH Code 

MG 22 230-400/50-60/3 1100 1 34  550x260x670 B4190030 

MG  22 

COMBINED MEAT MINCER - CHEESE GRATER  

COMBINED MEAT MINCER - CHEESE GRATER TGX 22 - manufactured in stainless 
steel. It is equipped with built-in grater with casing in INOXAL® and roller in stainless 
steel, self-braking motor and micro switch circuit breaker on the grater lever. Mincer casing 
in INOXAL® and feed screw in stainless steel. In the three-phase version is switchable. 

TGX 22 

TX 22 / TX 32 

STAND ALONE MACHINES FOR FOOD PREPARATION 

Model Voltage W Speed  
Weight 

Kg 
Sizes WxDxH 

mm. 
Code 

TGX 22 230-400/50-60/3 1100 1+1 33  720x220x470 B6196002 
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⁂ Refrigerated Meat Mincers TRX has been designed to meet every need in terms of quality and fast pro-
cessing without damaging the product - High reliability and heavy duty are for sure the main features of this range 
of products - They are equipped with:  24 Voltage controls with reverse gear - Meat mincer mouth made entirely of Aisi 
304 stainless steel completely removable for easier and better cleaning of each component. Introduction hole of the 
meat is large in order to guarantee very high hourly productions. Their hoppers are completely removable and  
they are protected by a safety microswitch. The motor is self ventilated in order to deliver high level performance even 
in particularly severe conditions. The Worm gear box lubricated for life, to reduce maintenance operations to a mini-
mum. Stainless steel legs with non-slip rubber foot. Being equipped with an autonomous refrigerating unit complete with 
compressor and condenser working with Gas, r134a. The temperature is adjustable by means of an electronic thermo-
stat. Being able to guarantee the cold chain of the product, it reduces bacterial proliferation and is therefore particularly 
suitable for large kitchens, supermarkets, small food laboratories and butchers. CE approved. 

⁂ Refrigerated Meat Mincer TRX 223 type 22 Stainless steel frame. Stainless steel meat 
grinder body, handwheel and screw conveyor - Voltage 230-400/50-60/3 - 1,100 W motor pow-
er at one speed with reversal. Stainless steel hopper extractable and protected by safe-
ty microswitch with 63 mm hole for high production perfomance - Mear grinder unit 
totally made of stainless steel Aisi 304 - Hourly production Kg. 300 

 
⁂ Refrigerated Meat Mincer TRX 323 type 32 Stainless steel frame. Stainless steel meat 
grinder body, handwheel and screw conveyor - Voltage 230-400/50-60/3 - 2,200 W motor pow-
er at one speed with reversal. Stainless steel hopper extractable and protected by safe-
ty microswitch with 86 mm hole for high production perfomance - Mear grinder unit 
totally made of stainless steel Aisi 304 - Hourly production Kg. 600 

⁂ REFRIGERATED MEAT MINCER TRX  

Model Voltage W Cap./Kg Ø mm 
Weight 

Kg 
Sizes WxDxH 

mm. 
Code 

TRX 223 230-400/50-60/3 1100 300 63 50 380x320x550 70000030 

TRX 323 230-400/50-60/3 2200 600 86 65 410x380x570 70000040 

⁂ REFRIGERATED MEAT MINCER 
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Meat Mincers TER has been designed to meet every need in terms of quality and fast processing without 
damaging the product - High reliability and heavy duty are for sure the main features of this range of products - They 
are equipped with:  24 Voltage controls with reverse gear - Meat mincer mouth made entirely of Aisi 304 stainless steel 
completely removable for easier and better cleaning of each component. Introduction hole of the meat is large in 
order to guarantee very high hourly productions. Their hoppers are completely removable and  they are protected 
by a safety microswitch. The motor is self ventilated in order to deliver high level performance even in particularly se-
vere conditions. The Worm gear box lubricated for life, to reduce maintenance operations to a minimum. Stainless steel 
legs with non-slip rubber foot. CE approved. 

MEAT MINCER TER 

Meat Mincer TER 223 type 22 Stainless steel frame. Stainless steel meat grinder body, hand-
wheel and screw conveyor - Voltage 230-400/50-60/3 - 1,100 W motor power at one speed with 
reversal. Stainless steel hopper extractable and protected by safety microswitch with 
63 mm hole for high production perfomance - Mear grinder unit totally made of stainless 
steel Aisi 304 - Hourly production Kg. 300 

 

Meat Mincer TER 323 type 32 Stainless steel frame. Stainless steel meat grinder body, hand-
wheel and screw conveyor - Voltage 230-400/50-60/3 - 2,200 W motor power at one speed with 
reversal. Stainless steel hopper extractable and protected by safety microswitch with 
86 mm hole for high production perfomance - Mear grinder unit totally made of stainless 
steel Aisi 304 - Hourly production Kg. 600 

 

Model Voltage W Cap./Kg Ø mm 
Weight 

Kg 
Sizes WxDxH 

mm. 
Code 

TER 223 230-400/50-60/3 1100 300 63 50 380x320x550 70000010 

TER 323 230-400/50-60/3 2200 600 86 65 410x380x570 70000020 

MEAT MINCER 
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PLB 201  Planetary mixer kneader bench model - Stainless Steel Bowl 20 lt. with manual 
lifting - Voltage 230/50-60/1 - Motor power 1100 W. Steel structure painted with epoxy pow-
ders. Rotating protection screen in transparent ABS, suitable for contact with food. Upper cover 
in ABS.  Equipped with touch control panel, digital timer up to 90 minutes, reduction 
gears and electronic speed variation with inverter. Equipment: Whip with thin wires Ø 3 
mm, aluminium spiral and Beater. Bowl dimensions: Diameter 307 mm. Depth 290 mm. Hard 
dough capacity: up to 7,5 Kg. with 55% hydration. 

The planetary mixer kneaders of the PLB and PLC series are very reliable, fast, powerful and grant complete safety of 
the workers. The high efficiency of these planetary mixers kneaders offers an adequate response even in particularly 
hard working conditions. Steel structure painted with epoxy powders. Rotating protection screen in transparent ABS, 
suitable for food contact equipped with safety micro-switch. Upper cover made of ABS. They are equipped with a 
touch control panel, digital timer up to 90 minutes, high performance motors, reduction gears and electronic speed 
variation with inverter. Safety is guaranteed by an automatic system that stops the machine when the bowl is in the 
lowered position or not in the right working position. Standard equipment includes: Stainless Steel Bowl and Whip thin 
wire Ø 3 mm, Aluminium Spiral and Beater. CE approved. 

PLANETARY MIXER KNEADER TABLE TOP VERSION PLB 201 

PLC 201  Planetary mixer kneader floor model - Stainless Steel Bowl 20 lt. with manual 
lifting - Voltage 230/50-60/1 - Motor power 1100 W. Steel structure painted with epoxy pow-
ders. Rotating protection screen in transparent ABS, suitable for contact with food. Upper 
cover in ABS.  Equipped with touch control panel, digital timer up to 90 minutes, re-
duction gears and electronic speed variation with inverter. Equipment: Whip with thin 
wires Ø 3 mm, aluminium spiral and Beater. Bowl dimensions: Diameter 307 mm. Depth 290 
mm. Hard dough capacity: up to 7,5 Kg. with 55% hydration. 

Model Voltage W 
Bowl 

Cap./lt 
Tool speed 
Round/Min 

 Planetary 
Round/Min 

Weight 
Kg 

Sizes WxDxH 
mm. 

Code 

PLB 201 230/50-60/1 1100 20  47 / 164 120/ 418 90 564x728x918 70000050 

PLANETARY MIXER KNEADER FLOOR-STANDING VERSION PLC 201 

Model Voltage W 
Bowl 

Cap./lt 
Tool speed 
Round/Min 

 Planetary 
Round/Min 

Weight 
Kg 

Sizes WxDxH 
mm. 

Code 

PLC 201 230/50-60/1 1100 20  47 / 164 120/ 418 90 564x728x918 70000140 

PLANETARY MIXER KNEADERS 
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Model Description Code 

PEA 021 Additional Stainless Steel Whip thick wires Ø mm. 5 for bowl 20 lt. 70000060 

PEA 022 Additional Stainless Steel Whip thin wires Ø mm. 3 for bowl 20 lt. 70000070 

PEA 023 Additional Stainless Steel Beater for bowl 20 lt. 70000080 

PEA 024 Additional Stainless Steel Hook for bowl 20 lt.  70000090 

PEA 025 Additional Stainless Steel Spiral for bowl 20 lt.  70000100 

PEA 026 Additional Stainless Steel Bowl lt. 20 70000110 

PEA 027  
Stainless Steel Bowl Reduction 10 lt. complete with three tools: 
Stainless Steel Whip thin wires Ø mm. 3, Aluminium Spiral, Alumini-
um Beater for 20 lt. 

70000120 

PEA 028   Extra Charge for Stainless Steel Version for 20 lt. bench model 70000130 

PEA 029 Extra Charge for Stainless Steel Version for 20 lt. floor model 70000150 

PEA 031  Additional Stainless Steel Whip thick wires Ø mm. 5 for bowl 30 lt. 70000210 

PEA 032 Additional Stainless Steel Whip thin wires Ø mm. 3 for bowl 30 lt. 70000220 

PEA 033 Additional Stainless Steel Beater for bowl 30 lt. 70000230 

PEA 034  Additional Stainless Steel Hook for bowl 30 lt.  70000240 

PEA 035  Additional Stainless Steel Spiral for bowl 30 lt.  70000250 

PEA 036 Additional Stainless Steel Bowl 30 lt. 70000260 

PEA 037  Trolley with wheels and handle supporting bowl for 30 lt. 70000270 

PEA 038  Extra Charge for Stainless Steel Version for 30 lt. 70000280 

ACCESSORIES FOR PLANETARY MIXER KNEADERS LT. 20 & LT. 30 

PLANETARY MIXER KNEADER FLOOR-STANDING VERSION PLC 301 

PLC 301  Planetary mixer kneader floor model - Stainless Steel Bowl 30 lt. with manual 
lifting - Voltage 230/50-60/1 - Motor power 1500 W. Steel structure painted with epoxy pow-
ders. Rotating protection screen in transparent ABS, suitable for contact with food. Upper cover 
in ABS.  Equipped with touch control panel, digital timer up to 90 minutes, reduction 
gears and electronic speed variation with inverter. Equipment: Whip with thin wires Ø 3 
mm, aluminium Spiral and Beater. Bowl dimensions: Diameter 366 mm. Depth 325 mm. Hard 
dough capacity: up to 15 Kg. with 55% hydration. 

Model Voltage W 
Bowl 

Cap./lt 
Tool speed 
Round/Min 

 Planetary 
Round/Min 

Weight 
Kg 

Sizes WxDxH mm. Code 

PLC 301 230/50-60/1 1500 30  38 / 150 83 / 333 180 627x836x1343 70000200 

Whip Thin Wires 

Beater 

Spiral 

TRITACARNE 
PLANETARY MIXER KNEADERS 

Bowl 
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PLC 401  Planetary mixer kneader floor model - Stainless Steel Bowl 40 lt. with manual 
lifting - Voltage 400/50-60/3 - Motor power 2200 W. Steel structure painted with epoxy pow-
ders. Rotating protection screen in transparent ABS, suitable for contact with food. Upper cover 
in ABS.  Equipped with touch control panel, digital timer up to 90 minutes, reduction 
gears and electronic speed variation with inverter. Equipment: Whip with thin wires Ø 3 
mm, aluminium Spiral and Beater. Bowl dimensions: Diameter 405 mm. Depth 385 mm. Hard 
dough capacity: up to 20 Kg. with 55% hydration. 

PLANETARY MIXER KNEADER FLOOR-STANDING VERSION PLC 401 

Model Voltage W 
Bowl 

Cap./lt 
Tool speed 
Round/Min 

 Planetary 
Round/Min 

Weight 
Kg 

Sizes WxDxH 
mm. 

Code 

PLC 401 400/50-60/3 2200 40  36 / 160 80 / 353 180 685x926x1477 70000290 

PLC 601  Planetary mixer kneader floor model - Stainless Steel Bowl 60 lt. with manual 
lifting - Voltage 400/50-60/3 - Motor power 3000 W. Steel structure painted with epoxy pow-
ders. Rotating protection screen in transparent ABS, suitable for contact with food. Upper cover 
in ABS.  Equipped with touch control panel, digital timer up to 90 minutes, reduction 
gears and electronic speed variation with inverter. Equipment: Whip with thin wires Ø 3 
mm, aluminium Spiral and Beater. Bowl dimensions: Diameter 460 mm. Depth 410 mm. Hard 
dough capacity: up to 30 Kg. with 55% hydration. 

PLANETARY MIXER KNEADER FLOOR-STANDING VERSION PLC 601 

Model Voltage W 
Bowl 

Cap./lt 
Tool speed 
Round/Min 

 Planetary 
Round/Min 

Weight 
Kg 

Sizes WxDxH 
mm. 

Code 

PLC 601 400/50-60/3 3000 60  36 / 160 80 / 353 230 685x950x1562 70000390 

PLANETARY MIXER KNEADERS 
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Model Description Code 

PEA 041  Additional Stainless Steel Whip thick wires Ø mm. 5 for bowl 40 lt. 70000300 

PEA 042  Additional Stainless Steel Whip thin wires Ø mm. 3 for bowl 40 lt. 70000310 

PEA 043  Additional Stainless Steel Beater for bowl 40 lt. 70000320 

PEA 044 Additional Stainless Steel Hook for bowl lt. 40 70000330 

PEA 045  Additional Stainless Steel Spiral for bowl lt. 40 70000340 

PEA 046  Additional Stainless Steel Bowl lt. 40 70000350 

PEA 047  
Stainless Steel Bowl Reduction 20 lt. complete with three tools: 
Stainless Steel Whip thin wires Ø mm. 3, Aluminium Spiral, Alumini-
um Beater for 40 lt. 

70000360 

PEA 048  Trolley with wheels and handle supporting bowl for 40 lt. 70000370 

PEA 049 Extra Charge for Stainless Steel Version for 40 lt. 70000380 

PEA 061  Additional Stainless Steel Whip thick wires Ø mm. 6 for bowl 60 lt. 70000400 

PEA 062 Additional Stainless Steel Whip thin wires Ø mm. 3 for bowl 60 lt. 70000410 

PEA 063 Additional Aluminium Beater for bowl 60 lt. 70000420 

PEA 064 Additional Aluminium Hook for bowl 60 lt. 70000430 

PEA 065 Additional Aluminium Spiral for bowl 60 lt. 70000440 

PEA 066 Additional Stainless Steel Bowl 60 lt. 70000450 

PEA 067  
Stainless steel tank reduction 20 lt. complete with three tools: fine 
wire whip, aluminium hook, aluminium Beater for 60 lt. 70000460 

PEA 068  
Stainless steel tank reduction 40 lt. complete with three tools: fine 
wire whip, aluminium hook, aluminium Beater for 60 lt. 70000470 

PEA 069 Trolley with wheels and handle supporting bowl for 60 lt. 70000480 

PEA 070 Stainless Steel Scraper with polyethylene blade for 60 lt.  70000490 

PEA 071 Polyethylene Scraper Blade for 60 lt.  70000500 

PEA 072  Bowl Scraper Attachment for 60 lt. 70000510 

PEA 073  Extra Charge for Stainless Steel Version for 60 lt. 70000520 

ACCESSORIES FOR PLANETARY MIXER KNEADERS LT. 40 & LT. 60 

Whip Thin Wires  

Beater 

Spiral 

S/S Bowl 

Bowl Scraper 

PLANETARY MIXER KNEADERS 
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For the additional accessories of the planetary 
mixer P 402 see from page 17 to 20 

The planetary mixer P 402 is manufactured in stainless steel and finished with long lasting, special and anti-corrosion 
coating - It is equipped with hub on a lateral side of the head, in order to mount all types of interchangeable attach-
ments model 22 (see photo below), CE approved - The attachments can be exclusively used at the first speed - Stan-
dard voltage 230-400 V three-phase switchable - 24 Volts controls on the machine - Emergency Stop push botton - 
Hand-operated mechanical gear - It is not available in single-phase version - Micro switch circuit breaker on the hub in 
INOXAL® for the connection of the attachments, on the bowl and on the protection grid - Standard equipment : Bea-
ter, hook and whip with wires Ø 3,5 mm. - Further Additional accessories are available on demand - This machine to-
gether with the proper attachments, becomes a complete equipment ideal for any process at Pastry shops and Pasta 
factories. CE approved. 

Model Voltage W Capacity/l  Speed Weight Kg Sizes WxDxH mm. Code 

P 402 230-400/50-60/3 1100 40  3 128 640x620x1230 C1201010 

 

Standard machine with hub 
for attachments 

Standard equipment 

ROLL BREAD SLICER 

 

TSX 160 Roll Bread Slicer This new model of bread slicer has been manufactured for cut-
ting of any kind of bread for sandwiches and hamburgers faster and ensuring, at last, safety 
on both holes, entry and discharge. This machine enables to cut the roll completely into hal-
ves or only partially to then combine the two halves again. The machine can be used in an 
easy and safe way, thus enabling a high hourly output up to 1200 pcs/h. Its compactness 
and reduced overall dimensions make this machine very useful and functional; therefore it 
can be used in any cafeterias, snack bar, fast foods. Max bread dimensions: 120x85x200 -
The material and the particular profile of the blade allow to get excellent results also with 
soft products. CE approved. 

TSX 160 

PLANETARY MIXER KNEADERS P402 

PLANETARY MIXER KNEADERS 

ROLL BREAD SLICER 
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Version equipped with interchangeable 
attachment (not included) 

Model Volt W Weight Kg Sizes WxDxH mm. Code 

TSX 160 230/50/1 220 35 361x645x553 66002840 
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TCO 081 Turbo Jet Mixer Emulsifier Homogenizer floor model able to work directly into pots 
and other cooking containers up to 100 lt capacity - Voltage 230/50-60/1 - Motor Power 1200 W 
ventilated - Speed variator 5000/12000 rpm - Stainless Steel Casing and trolley - Soft touch 
control panel with 5 customizable working programs - Cut units easily interchangeable by the 
operator - Safety guaranteed by a micro switch allows operations only within the working area 
between 300 and 900 mm. 

The Turbo Jet mixers are newly developed mixers, which provide a unique opportunity to mix, emulsify and homogenize 
any kind of product immersed in a transport fluid. They also grant the complete safety for the operator. They are very 
flexible tools that performing multiple processes and therefore can be used with excellent results by a lot of different 
users especially if they are professional kitchens, canteens, pastry and ice cream laboratories. The possibilities of use of 
these machines are countless. In fact, due to the different interchangeable groups of cut they can perform with excel-
lent results the most useful preparation works, such as preparing creams, soups, sauces, purees in modern professional 
kitchens; sweets, semifreddo, mousse, reductions, covers in pastry laboratories; mix bases and ingredients, blend fresh 
and frozen fruit also particularly fibrous, homogenize preparations and pastes providing the best oxygenation of the 
product that is the first step for a better ice cream. CE Approved  

TURBO JET MIXER TBO 080   

ACCESSORIES TURBO JET MIXERS TBO TCO   

TBO 080 Turbo Jet Mixer Emulsifier Homogenizer table top model - Voltage 230/50-60/1 - Mo-
tor Power 1200 W ventilated - Speed variator 5000/12000 rpm - Stainless Steel Casing - Soft 
touch control panel with 5 customizable working programs - Cut units easily interchangeable by 
the operator - Safety guaranteed by the double control and maintained action start.  

Model Voltage W Rpm Weight Kg Sizes WxDxH mm. Code 

 TBO 080 230/50-60/1 1200 5.000/12.000 60 440x475x735-1045  66005000 

TURBO JET MIXER TCO 081  

Model Voltage W Rpm Weight Kg Sizes WxDxH mm. Code 

 TCO 081 230/50-60/1 1200 5.000/12.000 80 440x475x1389-1699  66005010 

TURBO JET MIXERS  

Model Description  Code 

TBA 801 Universal Mixer Emulsifier Homogenizer Cut Unit with blades 66005020 

TBA 802 Special Mixer Emulsifier Homogenizer Cut Unit for cream 66005030 

TBA 803 Special Mixer Emulsifier Homogenizer Cut Unit for fruit 66005040 

TBA 801 

TBA 802 

TBA 803 
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TURBO LIQUIDISERS - EMULSIFIERS MT SERIES 

MT Series - Grinding assembly completely disassembled. Transmission by 
means of flexible shaft in stainless steel. 

Red warning light indicating the wrong rotation sense with consequent block of the 
functioning - 24 Volts controls on the machine - Motor with thermal protection and 
shockproof - Shock and waterproof control box on the trolley - Adjustable vertical ba-
lance - Feeding cable length 8 mt. - Cable reel box on demand - Equipped with stan-
dard grinding grid. 

Model MT 200 at single speed with standard voltage 230-400 V three-phase switchable 
and suitable for containers up to 200 Lt. 

Model MT 300 at two speeds with standard voltage 230 or 400 V three-phase non-
switchable and suitable for containers up to 300 Lt. 

For mixing, grinding, emulsifying and amalgamating - Entirely manufactured in stainless steel -  Mixing arm mounted 
on trolley equipped with two self-braking wheels in stainless steel - Great manoeuvrability in working and ease of mo-
vement - Ease of use for user thanks to their balance - They can be used for every shape of container both round and 
rectangular - Relay of minimum voltage - Safety system which allows the machine to operate the turbine only in the 
working position and protection ring of the grinding blades in stainless steel - Standard voltage in three-phase version 
- Single-phase version non-available. CE approved. 

Model Voltage W  Round/Min Weight Kg Sizes WxDxH mm. Code 

MT 200 230-400/50-60/3 1100 1 (1400) 60 600x910x1700 D2262012 

MT 300 400/50-60/3 1100 2 (900/1400) 60 600x910x1700 D2260112 

MT 500 400/50-60/3 1850 2 (900/1400) 66 600x910x1700 D2261012 

 

 

Model Description Code 

GTF 200 Fine grinding grid for MT 200 - MT 300 5823118 

GTF 500 Fine grinding grid for MT 500 5823142 

CAI 010 Cable reel box in stainless steel 4419915 

MT 

ACCESSORIES TURBO LIQUIDISERS EMULSIFIER MT SERIES 

TURBO LIQUIDISERS - EMULSIFIERS  
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Testa smontabile Cassetta avvolgicavo Fine            Standard 
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TURBO LIQUIDISERS - EMULSIFIERS TBE SERIES 

TBE 140 - Equipped with electronic speed variator. Transmission by means of high 
resistance poly-v belt easily maintaining which makes the machine also suitable 
for intensive and continuous processing.  

Automatic system of phase reverse - 24 Volts controls on the machine - Motor shockproof - 
Manual adjustment of the height of the mixing arm in order to be able to process in contai-
ners up to 500 L. - Standard equipment : micro grinding accessory in stainless steel suitable 
for fibrous products - Additional accessory : micro grinding accessory in stainless steel espe-
cially suitable for fish soups.  

For mixing, grinding, emulsifying and amalgamating - Entirely manufactured in stainless steel - Mixing arm mounted 
on trolley equipped with two self-braking wheels in stainless steel - Great manoeuvrability in working and ease of mo-
vement - Ease of use for user thanks to their balance - They can be used for every shape of container both round and 
rectangular - Relay of minimum voltage - Safety system which allows the machine to operate the turbine only in the 
working position and protection ring of the grinding blades in stainless steel - Standard voltage in three-phase version 
- Single-phase version non-available. CE approved. 

Model Voltage W Speed  Round/Min Weight Kg Sizes WxDxH mm. Code 

TBE 140 400/50-60/3 2200 VV 500/1400 120 640x1620x1200 66007200 

ADDITIONAL ACCESSORIES TURBO LIQUIDISER EMULSIFIER TBE SERIES 

Model Description  Code 

TBA 140 Micro grinding accessory in stainless steel for fibrous products 66003060 

TBA 141 Micro grinding accessory in stainless steel especially suitable for fish soups. 66003070 

TBA 142 Accessory Liquid Transfer pump in stainless steel  66004030 

TBA 143 Accessory Dosing Gun for Liquid Transfer pump in stainless steel  66004040 

TURBO LIQUIDISERS - EMULSIFIERS  
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LIQUID TRANSFER PUMP PLD SERIES 

PLD 050 - Liquid transfer pump - Standard voltage 400 V - 50 Hz - three-phase - 550 W - equi-
pped with timer and transport trolley in stainless steel -  Pump flow rate 50 L/min. - With stop 
micro switch for the preservation of the impeller from highest temperatures.  

 

PLD 051 - Liquid transfer pump - Standard voltage 400 V - 50 Hz - three-phase - 550 W - equi-
pped with timer and transport trolley in stainless steel -  Pump flow rate 50 L/min. - With stop 
micro switch for the preservation of the impeller from highest temperatures and push button 
on the dispenser. 

 

PLD 060 - Liquid transfer pump equipped with speed variator - Standard voltage 400 V - 
50 Hz - three-phase - 1500 W - equipped with timer and transport trolley in stainless steel -  
Pump flow rate 85 L/min. - With stop micro switch for the preservation of the impeller from hi-
ghest temperatures.  

 

PLD 061 - Liquid transfer pump equipped with speed variator - Standard voltage 400 V - 
50 Hz - three-phase - 1500 W - equipped with timer and transport trolley in stainless steel -  
Pump flow rate 85 L/min. - With stop micro switch for the preservation of the impeller from hi-
ghest temperatures and push button on the dispenser. 

The liquid transfer pump is an equipment which allows the solution of a major problem existing in the large size can-
teens and in the agri-food companies : "How transfer semi-liquids or liquids also hot, from a container used for cooking 
(pot - braising pan) to a container used for storage or distribution". The liquid transfer pump model PLD eliminates all 
risks of burns for the user and problems of contamination of the food liquid while transferring. 

Model Voltage W  Lt/h Weight Kg Sizes WxDxH mm. Code 

PLD 050 230-400/50-60/3 550 50 55 510x650x1290 66003080 

PLD 051 230-400/50-60/3 550 50 55 510x650x1290 66003090 

PLD 060 230-400/50-60/3 1500 85 80 510x650x1290 66007300 

PLD 061 230-400/50-60/3 1500 85 80 510x650x1290 66007400 

LIQUID TRANSFER PUMP 
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Being easy and fast to use, the pot cleaning machine PULI 18 allows a huge cost reduction of the cleaning process of 
big kitchen accessories or cooking equipments like built-in and tilting pots, braising pans, fry-tops etc. etc. which would 
require a much longer time to be cleaned  after their use - Gear transmission - Stop emergency push button - 24 V. con-
trols on board - The flexible hose with brush is 2 mt. long - Standard equipment : complete brush set composed by 6 
items, 4 in nylon and 2 in stainless steel, and bracket set for fixing of the flexible hose on the wall. Non-available in 
three phase version. 

POT CLEANING MACHINES PULI 18 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

PULI 18 C  Pot Cleaning machine equipped with s/s body and could be wall mounted or fixed on a stain-
less steel trolley (not included) -  230/50-60/1 - 180 W - Single speed - 500 Round per minute - Fast attach-
ment for brushes - Flexible axe 2,00 mt lenth. 

PULI 18 N  Pot Cleaning machine without s/s body and could be wall mounted or fixed on a stainless steel 
trolley (not included) -  230/50-60/1 - 180 W - Single speed - 500 Round per minute - Fast attachment for bru-
shes - Flexible axe 2,00 mt lenth.         

Trolley inox  

Model  Voltage W 
Round/

Min 
Weight 

Kg 
Sizes WxDxH 

mm. 
Code 

PULI 18C 230/50/1 180 500 14 180x290x240  M1700001 

PULI 18N 230/50/1 180 500 11 180x290x240  M1710001 

MEN 001 Stainless Steel Wall brush holder     3516845 

CAR 100 Trolley inox wirh handle and wheels    610x520x950 70000610 

 
 

Standard equipment: brush set Wall mounted brush holder in stainless steel 

POT CLEANING MACHINES 
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PULI 18C  

Model with casing in 

stainless steel 

PULI 18C  

Model with casing in 

stainless steel 
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VEGETABLE WASHER - SPIN DRYER LCT R 

Vegetable Washer - Spin Dryer machines LCT model have a special flow regulation to avoid damaging delicate products.  
They can be easily used into any professional kitchen that intends serving fresh leafy vegetables, heavy vegetables and 
fruit, perfectly washed and dried so as to minimize the bacterial contamination on the product. Setting specific programs 
both meat and fish con be washed and defrosted. CE approved. 

Model Voltage W Cap. lt. Round/Min Weight Kg. Sizes WxDxH mm. Code 

 LCT-R 230/50/1 850 48 350 115 850x600x910 E23300 

Basket 

LCT-R                    

LCT-R Vegetable Washer - Spin Dryer for vegetable and fruit - Tank capacity: 48 lt.  -  Vol-
tage 230/50-60/1 - Motor power 660 W - Case completely made of stainless steel - Easy to ex-
ctract ultra light basket in INOXAL® with special shape to better protecting all delicate pro-
ducts - Equipped with safety micro switch on the lid - Rinsing with clean water –  Spin Dryer 
only for green vegetable - Cleaning Program for different vegatables and fruit. Cleaning and 
defrosting programs for fish and meat. Side tank for reasing water - Control Pannel with timer 
and selection of different programms suitable for many different products - Only available in 
single phase.    

VEGETABLE WASHER - SPIN DRYER LCT  102 

LCT-102 Vegetable Washer - Spin Dryer for vegetable and fruit - Tank capacity: 48 lt.  -  
Voltage 230/50-60/1 - Motor power 660 W - Case completely made of stainless steel - Easy to 
exctract ultra light basket in INOXAL® with special shape to better protecting all delicate pro-
ducts - Equipped with safety micro switch on the lid - Rinsing with clean water –  Spin Dryer 
only for green vegetable - Cleaning Program for different vegatables and fruit. Cleaning and 
defrosting programs for fish and meat - Control Pannel with timer and selection of different pro-
gramms suitable for many different products - Only available in single phase.  

VEGETABLE WASHER - SPIN DRYER 
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CTC Spin Dryer - Production 2 kg/cycle - V.230-400/50-60/3 - Casing and removable basket in stainless steel, safety 
microswitch circuit breaker on the transparent lid - Controls 24 Volt operated on board. 

CTS Spin Dryer - Production 4 kg/cycle - V.230-400/50-60/3 - Self-braking motor - Body and removable basket in stain-
less steel, safety microswitch circuit breaker on the transparent lid- Mechanical timer - Control controls 24 Volt operated 
on a box wall mounted – Available in single phase, too. 

CTN Spin Dryer - Production 8 kg/cycle - V.230-400/50-60/3 - Self-braking motor - Body and removable basket in stain-
less steel, safety microswitch circuit breaker on the transparent lid - Mechanical timer - Control controls 24 Volt operated 
on a box wall mounted. 

CTP Spin Dryer - Production 8 kg/cycle - V.230-400/50-60/3 - Self-braking motor - Body and removable basket in stain-
less steel, safety microswitch circuit breaker on the transparent lid - Mechanical timer - Control controls 24 Volt operated 
on a box wall mounted 

CTV Spin Dryer - Production 10 kg/cycle - V.230-400/50-60/3 - Self-braking motor - Body and removable basket in 
stainless steel, safety microswitch circuit breaker on the transparent lid - Mechanical timer - Control controls 24 Volt 
operated on a box wall mounted 

CTC 

VEGETABLE SPIN DRYERS 

Vegetable spin dryers of the CT range ensure a quick drying process of both raw and cooked vegetables, both light and-
heavy. In less than a minute more than 80% of water is removed from the vegetables and, generally, two minutes are 
foreseen to obtain a total drying. The production capacity of this range of machines is extremely high even when wor-
king with only the basket supplied. The use of a second basket, being able to work continuously, provide a significant 
increase in the productivity of the individual machines. CE approved. 

CTS CTN CTP / CTV 

Model Voltage W Cap./l. Cap./Kg Round/Min Weight/Kg Sizes WxDxH mm. Code 

 CTC 230-400/50-60/3 90 14 2 520 25 460x500x670 E13010 

 CTS 230-400/50-60/3 150 25 4 450 38 460x500x690 E1302001 

 CTN 230-400/50-60/3 250 45 8 450 80 550x630x890 E1303001 

 CTP 230-400/50-60/3 250 55 8 450 110 550x630x940 E1307001 

 CTV 230-400/50-60/3 1100 55 10 700 125 550x630x940 E1306001 

VEGETABLE SPIN DRYERS 
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Thanks to the proper product range dedicated to the 
organic waste treatment, our company arises such as 

the reference point of our customers at the end of 
their working process after having already been the 

same one for the dynamic preparation at the beginning 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Therefore, it’s superfluous to underline the importance 
that today more than ever, all of us have to give to the 
treatment, disposal and recycling of all production wa-
ste, in order to minimise the cost both in terms of en-
vironmental impact and saving in the management of 

the production processes of our customers. 

 

 

 

ORGANIC WASTE TREATMENT 
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DSL - Under sink organic waste unit continuous feeding without casing - Voltage 230 / 50-60 / 
1 - Motor Power 750 watt - Drain hole diameter 40 mm. - Equipped with thermal protection on 
the motor - Rotor plate with fins and tracers in stainless steel - Supplied with radio-controlled 
power socket and equipped with remote control for switching on and off the unit. Installation Kit 
for fixing to 3” sink included. 

DSG-N Under sink organic waste unit continuous feeding without casing and without electric 
controls box - Voltage 230-400/50-60/3 - Motor Power 1800 watt - Self-braking motor - Not 
available with single-phase voltage. Equipped with a 3/4” solenoid valve for the water in-
let. Water supply is necessary for the treatment of waste. Inlet hole for organic waste Ø 200 
mm and drain hole Ø 88 mm.  

DSG-NR Under sink organic waste unit continuous feeding without casing and without electric 
controls box - Voltage 230-400/50-60/3 - Motor Power 3000 watt - Self-braking motor - Not 
available with single-phase voltage. Equipped with a 3/4” solenoid valve for the water in-
let. Water supply is necessary for the treatment of waste. Inlet hole for organic waste Ø 200 
mm and drain hole Ø 88 mm.  

DSG Under sink organic waste unit continuous feeding equipped with stainless stell casing and 
remote electric controls box wall mounted - Voltage 230-400/50-60/3 - Motor Power 3000 watt - 
Self-braking motor - Not available with single-phase voltage. Equipped with a 3/4” sole-
noid valve for the water inlet. Water supply is necessary for the treatment of waste. Inlet hole 
for organic waste Ø 200 mm and drain hole Ø 88 mm.  

N.B.: For DSG units all compulsory safety protections to prevent the access of the 
hands to the rotating parts must be provided by a qualified technicians before start-
ing operations.   

DSG 

DSG N 

Model Voltage W Giri / min Prod.  Kg/h Weight Sizes WxDxH Code 

DSG-NR 230-400/50-60/3 1800 1.400 200 63 350x400x700 F13560 

DSG-N 230-400/50-60/3 3000 1.400 200 70 350x400x700 F13550 

 DSG 230-400/50-60/3 3000 1.400 300 82 350x400x700 F1351512 

UNDER SINK ORGANIC WASTE TREATMENT UNIT DSL SERIES 

UNDER SINK ORGANIC WASTE TREATMENT UNIT DSG SERIES 

Model Voltage W Giri / min Prod.  Kg/h 
Weight 

Kg 
LxH mm. Code 

 DSL 230/50-60/1 750 12.000 100 2.8 Ø 145x280 70000600 

This complete range of continuously feeding organic waste treatment units is made of 4 different models. These are un-
der sink machines must be installed by specialised technicians in order to provide all necessary safety devices. They can 
be installed under existing sinks to processing organic waste or at the beginning of channels to trasport organic waste.   
Morever installation technicians must be plug them to an electric plug and to inlet and outlet of water according with 
local safety norms. 

ORGANIC WASTE TREATMENT UNITS 
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STAND ALONE ORGANIC WASTE TREATMENT UNITS DSM & DSC SERIES 

 

 

This complete range of continuous feeding organic waste treatment units is made of 2 different models. These are 
stand alone machines designed to be installed next to the existing processing organic waste tables or at the beginning 
of channels to trasport organic waste. This range of products only needs to be plugged to power and to inlet and out-
let of water, since the machines are already equipped with all the necessary safety protections. CE approved. 

Model Voltage W Prod. Kg/h Weight Kg Sizes WxDxH mm. Code 

DSM  230-400/50-60/3 1800 200 90 400x600x940 F1375001  

DSC 230-400/50-60/3 3000 300 132 500x700x940 F1360002 

Model Description  Code 

PFA 001 Soundproof panels 6625097 

GDM 001 Shower assembly equipped with cable reel box for DSM 2014270 

GDC 001 Shower assembly equipped with cable reel box for DSC 2014265 

KTM 001 Magnet kit 2014260 

CPF 001 Rear and bottom panels for DSM 2014275 

DSM 

 

DSC 

MAGNET KIT 

SHOWER KIT 

ACCESSORIES FOR STAND ALONE ORGANIC WASTE TREATMENT UNITS 

DSM Stand alone organic waste unit continuous feeding equipped with stainless stell casing and 
24 V. electric controls on board - Voltage 230-400/50-60/3 - Motor Power 1800 watt - Self-
braking motor - Not available with single-phase voltage. Equipped with a 3/4” solenoid 
valve for the water inlet. Water supply is necessary for the treatment of waste. Inlet hole for 
organic waste Ø 200 mm and drain hole Ø 88 mm. Equipped with all compulsory safety 
protections to prevent the access of the hands to the rotating parts.  

 

DSC Stand alone organic waste unit continuous feeding equipped with stainless stell casing and 
24 V. electric controls on board - Voltage 230-400/50-60/3 - Motor Power 3000 watt - Self-
braking motor - Not available with single-phase voltage. Equipped with a 3/4” solenoid 
valve for the water inlet. Water supply is necessary for the treatment of waste. Inlet hole for 
organic waste Ø 200 mm and drain hole Ø 88 mm. Equipped with all compulsory safety 
protections to prevent the access of the hands to the rotating parts. 

 

ORGANIC WASTE TREATMENT UNITS 
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ORDER CONFIRMATION - Orders are accepted and confirmed through the issue of the Order Confirmation. In the Order Confirma-
tion are specified ordered items, prices, delivery terms and any other supply condition. 

DELIVERY TIME - Minimum 15-working days, excluding periods of holidays and festivities. The definitive delivery date is mentioned in 
the Order Confirmation, except in cases of force majeure. 

PRICES - Prices are expressed in €uro, VAT excluded. They do not include any cost of installation and transport. The goods will be 
invoiced at prices which refer to the Export CATALOGUE in force at the time of the transmission of the Order Confirmation. 

PACKING – DELIVERY TERM the standard packing is included in the selling price of machines, attachments, additional accessories, 
and at cost for spare parts. The goods are dispatched under the clause “EX WORKS” according to the “INCOTERMS 2010” rules and 
eventual related modifications in force at the time of the transmission of the Order Confirmation. 

DISPATCHES - We are not responsible for damaging events which can happen during the transportation, also in case of dispatch un-
der the clause “DAP”. Our  anticipation of the payment of the freight expenses does not involve our responsibility for any damaging 
event imputable to the carrier.  The goods must be always checked on the delivery. Any damage or loss must be communicated to the 
forwarding agent, by specifying in writing "with reserve"  on the Delivery Note "D.D.T" and on the CMR  at the time of the goods re-
ceipt, and notified to the carrier for the proper claim for compensation and promptly communicated to our offices only for statistic kno-
wldege.  Any damage or loss occurred during the transportation does not authorize the suspension of the outstanding payments. 

PAYMENTS - Payments must be carried out according to the terms and expiries mentioned in the Order Confirmation. In general, any 
damage or loss does not authorize the suspension of the payments at the single expiries. The failure to pay a supply, also partially, will 
cause the suspension of the usual payment terms. Therefore, any eventual following supply will be accepted only after reception of the 
advanced payment. Delayed payments will also cause a charge for overdue interests, according to the Italian law “D.Lgs 231/2002” 
and following modifications and integrations. 

WARRANTY - The warranty is valid for a maximum period of 24 months from the delivery date at the customer’s warehouse. This 
term is valid for products purchased in the countries belonging to the European Union. The warranty is limited to the replacement, un-
der the clause “EX WORKS”, of defective parts with original ones after our attestation of the non-conformity of the product as a conse-
quence of defective materials or manufacturing defects. For other countries, the warranty terms have to be agreed. From the warranty 
are excluded electrical and electronic parts, freight expenses and labor costs. The warranty ceases in presence of damages or malfunc-
tions due to improper installation, misuse contrary to the prescriptions mentioned in the user manual which accompanies each  pro-
duct, lack of planned maintenance, alterations or improper use of the machine. In any case, the freight expenses and the packing costs 
are at customer’s charge. 

ADDITIONAL ACCESSORIES, SPARE PARTS AND REPARATIONS - Accessories get the same discount of the machine, only if 
they will be purchased together with the same one. After the only purchase of the machine, accessories will be treated as spare parts. 
In the price of accessories, spare parts and reparations are excluded packing costs and freight expenses that will be charged separate-
ly. The payments of spare parts and reparations “out of warranty” have to be carried out in advance or C.O.D. . The dispatches against 
payment, concerning purchases or reparations amounting to less than 150 €uro, will be increased of the fixed amount of 20 €uro as 
operating costs. For those machines delivered to us under the clause “for reparation” and sent back to the customer, not repaired for 
its renounce, we will charge the related packing costs and freight expenses, in addition to the fixed amount of 60 €uro as operating 
costs. 

SPECIAL SUPPLY - Special packings and treatments are charged at cost. For special voltages and/or single-phase versions, the cur-
rent additional charge amounts to the 10% of the selling price of the machines. 

SCRAPPING OF SECOND-HAND PRODUCTS  - In case of collection for scrapping of an equipment to be replaced by a new one, 
according to the RAEE regulations, it will be possible to agree the collection against the payment of the expenses for the scrapping 
which will have to be communicated to the person concerned on the basis of its proper demand. The collection will be possible only 
under the condition that the equipment, to be scrapped, has equivalent features of the new one purchased, and the replacement takes 
place along with the delivery of the same and new one to the end user. The present provision is applicable only once under specific 
request of the distributor on the occasion of the purchase of a new equipment in place of another one, to be scrapped, on the basis of 
the demand of the end user and can’t be activated after the delivery of the new one purchased. In order to be able to carry out the 
collection of the second-hand equipment, it is mandatory that the end user specifies, in addition to the type of equipment involved in 
the replacement, also the serial number and the purchase date of the new one.    

JURISDICTION - For any litigation will be applied the Italian legislation, and  the  court  in charge  will  be  the Milan’s  tribunal. 

INSURANCE COVERAGE - All equipments that we manufacture, benefit  from  the insurance  coverage  called  “R.C. Prodotti”. All 
equipments exported in the U.S.A, Mexico and Canada are excluded by this additional warranty. 

Pictures and features are not binding. Weight and dimensions can have slight differences. Ing. Romeo Agusto-
ni S.r.l. reserves the right to carry out, without  prior notice, eventual modifications to improve its products for 
commercial and /or manufacturing purposes. 

 

GENERAL SALES CONDITIONS 
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ING. ROMEO AGUSTONI S.R.L.  
VIA MATTEOTTI, 69   

20016 CERCHIARELLO DI PERO(MI) -ITALY 
PHONE +39 02 38100225  
FAX  +39 02 33910095  

www.agustoniduplex.it 
info@agustoniduplex.it  


